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Compaction of state space and state space search for
optimization problems in the SLIM parallel model checker
Toshiki KAWABATA
Dependable software are needed, because the software technique struct a system
constituting a social infrastructure. The system becomes complex nad large scale, and
many system use parallel processing. It is di±cult to verify the system without the
leak by a testing and a simulation. In late years the model checking that is one of the
formal method gathers attention. the model checking is the methods that is exhaustive
search a state transition diagram that express the system behavior. However, Model
checking is prone to state explosion. Time and memory that is required is easy to
become huge.
There is SLIM model checker that has concurrent language LMNtal based on the
hierarchy graph rewriting for a description the state transition diagram. LMNtal can
express a lot of computation model, because LMNtal can handdle a process, data,
and a message samely, and can describe concurrent processing easily. Late years,
we expanded LMNtal runtime system, and developed SLIM that can construct state
space and do model checking . SLIM has many technique for the state explosion
problem that is parallelization, abstraction, state compression, etc. Minimize a state
is important, so SLIM compress each state into byte sequence. However, byte sequence
take the greater part of the memory.
Therefore, I introduced a state space compression techeique named ?-marking to
SLIM. ?-marking is technique to express a state in the di®erence from a near past
state. It is possible to express a hierarchy graph becoming the bottleneck in memory
more compactly. Because originally ?-marking is made on Colored Petri Nets, I
devised ?-marking on LMNtal newly. As a result, SLIM become able to express the
state space by 58% memory exchanging for 1.76 times Execute time.
In addition, I made a new state space construction for the optimization problem
as further application of SLIM. I introduced non-negative weight to state trantition
diagram that was written by LMNtal. And I expanded SLIM to treat the weighted
graph. SLIM became able to search smallest (maximum) path from initial state to an
aim state with pruning. I con¯rmed that LMNtal express a lot of optimization prob-
lem. By experimenting some problem, I con¯rmed new SLIM can ¯nd the smallest
path of the problem that cannot search by existing algorithm.
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LMNtal ?????? [25] ?, ????, ???, ?????????????????
???, ???????????????????????. ????????????
?????????????????????, ??????????????????
?? LMNtal????????????? [22][23][32]. ??????????????
LMNtal???????????????????, ????????????????
?????????. ?????????, LMNtal??????????????, ??
???? SLIM??????.
??, ?????????????????????, ??????????????





????????????? Partial Order Reduction(POR)[19][4] ? SLIM ????
??? [31]. ??, ??????????????????? Symmetric Reduction ?
?????. LMNtal???????????, ??????????????????
??????????, ????????????????????????. ??, 1?
???????????, ????????????????.
??????????????, ?????????????? [14]?, ??????
??????????? State Caching?? [10]???, SLIM???????????
???????????????. ??????, SLIM??????????????
??????????????.
???, ?????, ???????? ¢-marking[7]? SLIM????????. ¢-
marking??????????????????????????, ?????????
??????????????????????????????????. ¢-marking
??? Colored Petri Nets[18] ?????????????, ??? LMNtal ???
¢-marking?????
??, ???????????? SLIM??????????????????, ??




????? (??)???????????????????, ?????????, ??
????????????????????????????????????.
?????, ??????????????? SLIM, ????????????
LMNtal??? (? 2?) ??, SLIM ??? ¢-marking???????? (? 3?), ?
??????????????? (? 4?), ???? (? 5?)????????.
3? 2?
???????? SLIM
????, ????????????????? SLIM??????, ???????














? 2.1? LMNtal????????. Xi ?????, p ?????, P ???????
?, ?????????????????????, ????????????????
?????. T ???????????????????????????????, ?
??? (????????????)????????. 0??????????, p(X1;
: : : ; Xm)?m??????????????, ???????????? (?????)
2.2 LMNtal???? SLIM??????????? 4
P ::= 0 (?)
j p(X1; : : : ; Xm) (m ¸ 0) (???)
j P; P (??)
j {P} (??)
j T :- T (???)
T ::= 0 (?)
j p(X1; : : : ; Xm) (m ¸ 0) (???)
j T; T (??)
j {T} (??)
j T :- T (???)
? 2.1 LMNtal?????
????????????. P; P ??????????, {P}?? { }????????
???????????, ???????? (??)?????????. ??, ????
????????????????????????. T :- T ???????. ???




LMNtal?? Java????????????????????? LMNtal-Java [36],




??????????????????????, ???????? LTL ??????
????????. SLIM????????? LTL????????????????
??????????????, ??????????????? [30].
??, LMNtal ????????, ??, ??????????????? LaViT[27]
??????????, UNYO-UNYO3G??? LMNtal?????????????
2.2 LMNtal???? SLIM??????????? 5
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?, LMNtal ??????????????????????????? [24][28]. ??





??????????? SPIN [12], ?????? DiVinE[1] ??????????
??????????? LTL????????. ?????????????????
LTL (linear temporal logic)????, BÄuchi???????????????????
????????????. ????????????, ??????????????
??????. ??????????????????????, ???? LTL????
???????????????????????????????. LTL??? BÄuchi
*1 http://www.ueda.info.waseda.ac.jp/lmntal/
2.2 LMNtal???? SLIM??????????? 6
? 2.3 ????????????
??????????? LTL2BA[9]????????. ???, ??????????,
????????? (??????)??????????.
??????, ??????????????? 2.3???. ??????????, ?
????????????????????????????????????????
??. ????, ?????????????????????????????, ???
???????????????. ??, ?????????????????????
??, ??????????????????????????, ??????????
? ²?? (stutter extensi on rule)????????????????????????
????. ²?????, ???????????????????????.
???????????????????, ???????????????????
?????, ????????????????????????. ???????, ??
???? (DFS)?????? (BFS)??????????????????, ????




?. Nested-DFS???????, ??????? DFS???????????????
??????. ????? DFS????????????????? DFS??????
????. ????? DFS?????? DFS???????????????????
?, ??????????????????????. ????, ???????????
???????????????.
?????????????????????, One-Way-Catch-Them-
Young(OWCTY) ??????? Maximal accepting predecessors(MAP) ???
??? [5]?????????? [2]. ???????????????????????




????, ??? SCC-OWCTY??????????????, ??????????
?? [29].
2.2.2 SLIM???????????
SLIM??, LMNtal?????? (???????)???????, ???????
???, ?????????????????????????????. ??????
???, ??????????????? 2.4???. ??, ?????????, 1??
?????????????????????????? (????). ??, ?????
???????????????????, ????????????????????
?????? (????????????). ???, ???????, ????????,
?????????????. ???????????, ??????????????
?????. ?????, ?????????????????????, ???????
???????????????????.
?????????????, ??? LTL ?????????????, SLIM ?
LTL ??????????????. SLIM ????????????, ?????
? Nested-DFS[16]?, ?????????MAP??????? OWCTY (One-Way-
Catch-Them-Young)??????????????? [3]???????.
2.2 LMNtal???? SLIM??????????? 8
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??????, ?????????????????. ???????????, ????
????????????? [33]???????????????????????.
?????????, ?????, ?????????????, ??????????





????????. ?? D ???????????????????????????















?????????????, ????????. ??, ???????? LMNtal??
???????, ??????????????????????, ?????????
??????????1??????????????????, ??????????
????, ?????????????????. ??? LMNtal??????????
???????, ????????????????????????, ???????





????????????. ??, ???????????? [30][35]????????.
2.3.1 ???
SLIM??????????, ?????????????????????????
???. ????????????? stack slicing[13] ???????. stack slicing?
??????? PE (Processing Element) ?????????????, DFS????
????????????????. ??? PE?, ????????????, ????
??? Cuto® Depth ?????, ?????????????? PE ????????
????????. ???????????? PE???????????, ?????
?????????????????, ?????????????????.
2.3 ????????????? 10




??, stack-slicing?????????, ??????????. ????, SLIM??
?????????????. ?? PE????????????, ?????????
Cuto® Depth??????????????????? (Work Sharing)?, ?????
??????? PE?? PE?????????????? (Work Stealing)????,
????????????.
? 2.5 ?, ?????????????? Stack-Slicing ??????????
????????????????. start stackslicing ?, ??? Work Queue
(my work queue)??????? (dequeue)?, DFS????????? dfs parallel
?????????????. dfs parallel ???????????????????,
DFS???????? (stack pop)???? s?????????? (expand)???.
??? s???????????????, PE???DFS??????? (stack push)
??????? PE ??? (handoff)??????????????. ????, ???
?????? loadbalancing ?, DFS?????????? (Cuto® Depth)?????
????, ???? PE ???????????????????????????.
??, start stackslicing ????????, ??? Work Queue ?????
(empty) ???, ?? PE ? Work Queue ??????????? (work stealing).
termination detection??????????????, Work Queue????????











if termination detection() then
return
else if empty(my work queue) then
work stealing()
else






s Ã stack pop()
expand(s)









? 2.5 ????????????? Stack-Slicing??????
??????, ??? SLIM*2???????????? 1?????????????
???.
??????????????????, ????????????????????





















??. ???, ???????????, ??????????????????????
?????????, ???????????????????. ???, ???????
????????????????????????????????.
??, ???????????????????????????. ????????,
???????????????????, ?? (?????????), ???????
????????. ???????????????????????????????
????. ????????????????????????????. ??????







???????????????????????. ??????? 0?????, ??
??????????????????, ???????????????. ??, ??
??? Delta Depth???. ?????????????????, ?????????
??????????. ?????????????????????????????
??.
¢-marking??? Colored Petri Nets?????????, ????? LMNtal??
¢-marking?????.
3.1 LMNtal??¢-marking
LMNtal ??? ¢-marking ???? 2 ?????????. 1 ?????????
¢-marking, 2 ??????????? ¢-marking???.
?????? ¢-marking ??????????????????????????,
??????????? LMNtal?????????, ?????????????. ?
?????, ??????????????????????????????????




3.2 ?????? ¢-marking 14
???????.
???????? ¢-marking ??, ??????????????????????




?????, ??????????, ?????? ¢-marking?????. ?????
????????????????????.
???? s? 1???????????????, ?????? s1, s2, ...?????,
????? successor number ???. ??????????, ?? successor number
??? s ?????????????????????. ???????, ?? s ?
??????????, successor number ???????????????????.
¢-marking??????????????????? 3.1???.
????????????????????????, ??????????????






????????. ???, successor number??????????, ????????
???, ??????????????????????.
3.3 ?????????????????




??. ???????, ???????????????????????, ?????
???????. ???, ????????????????????????????















????????????? successor number????????. ??? SLIM??
??????????????. ???, ????? successor number ???????
?????????????. ??????????, ?????????????, ??
?????????????????. 1????????? Delta Depth? 256???
??, ????? 2?????????.
3.5 ???????????????? 16
?????????????, ????????????. ??, ??????????
?????. ?????????????????????????, ????????
?????????????????. ??????????????????????
???. ???????? successor number ???????????????, ???
???????????????????, successor number????????????
????, ??????????. successor number???????, ????????
??????????, ????????????????.
SLIM ????????, ????????????????, ??????????
?????????????? PE?????????????. ????, ¢-marking
?????? PE???????????????, ??????????.
3.5 ????????????????










StateDescriptor ????????????, ??? ID ????, ?????????




?, ???????????????. ?????????? HashTable???????
?????????.
???????? ¢-marking ???????????????????????.
???, ????????? 0????, ?????????????????????




???????????? BSR (BinaryStringRatio) ???. ?????????
1=DeltaDepth ???, ???????? 0 ??????, ?????????????






?????. ??, ?? 1????????????????????????????
? r ?????. ?????????? k ??????, ???? 1=DeltaDepth???
?, ???????????????????? r £ k=DeltaDepth????. ???, ?




















SLIM ??? LMNtal ???????????????. ???, ????????,
????????????????, ???????????????. ??, ????
??????????????????????. ??, ??????????????,
?????????????????????????, ????.
????, SLIM ??????????????????????, ????????
??????.
4.1 ?????
??, ???????????????????. ????? G(S; T; s; A; c)????
??. S ?????, T µ S £ S ????????, s 2 S ?????, A µ S ????
????, c? T ?????????????????????, ??????????
?? P = s0; t0; s1; t1; s2; :::; sk¡1; tk¡1; sk ? sk 2 S ???, ????? i = 0; :::; k ¡ 1
????????????, P ? s0 ?? sk ???????. ??, ti+1 ???? ti ??
??, ti ???? ti+1 ???????.
² si 2 S




?? 4.1.1 (???????????) s???? 0???. u 2 S=s????, ????




?? 4.1.2 (????????) ??? g 2 A????????????????. ??
? s?? g ?????????????????.
4.2 LMNtal??????????
LMNtal?????????????????.
??, ?? u 2 S ??? t 2 T ????????????????????????
????. ???? s????????????, ???? A????????????
?. ????????????, ?????? LTL?????. ???????????
???????? LTL?????????????????????????????
??, ?????????????????. ???????, ????????????
4.2 LMNtal?????????? 21




????. ?????????????, ????????????????????. ²




?????. ?????. ????? LMNtal??? c???????, ??? SLIM?
???????????????????. 1?????????, ?????????
?????????????. ???, LMNtal??????????????????
??????????. 2???, ??????, ??????????????????







????, ???????????????, ???????????, ????????














??, ?????????????????. ??????, ????????????
???????????????. ????, ???????????????????
4.4 ??????????? 23
????????????. ?????, ??????????????, ???????
???????????. ??????????????????, ?????????
????????????????????????.














??, ???????????????, ???????????????. ?????




? 4.3??? SLIM??????????????????. ???, ???????
?????, 2?????????.
1???, ?????????. ?????????????, ???????????
????????, ??????????????????????. ????, ????
??????, ?????????????????????. ???, ????????
?????????????????, ??????????????????????
?. ????????????, ????????????????, ?????????
??????.
2 ???, ???????????????????. ?????????????
4.5 ?????? 24
?????????. ??, ???????????????????????????
??????, ?????????????????. ????, ???????????
?, ???????????????, ????????????, ??????????









????????. ???????????????????? [17] ?, SLIM ???
?????????????? [30]. ????????????????????, ??
?????????. ??????????, ?????????????????, ??
?? 1????????????.
???????, ????????????????????. ???, ???????
?????, ??????????????????????, ???????????
?????????????. ???, ???????????? update???????
????. ??????????????????? update????????, update
?????????????????????. ????????? update?????
???.
???, ????????????????????????????? PE? update
?????????, ??????????????. ???????????????
???????????????????????????. ???, ????????




??????? 2.5? dfs parallel??????????.
costed dfs parallel ?????????????????????????????,
4.5 ?????? 25
procedure costed dfs parallel()
s Ã deque pop()
if compare between optimized state(s) then
return
else if not expanded(s) then
expand with cost(s)
successors cost update(s)





if is accepted(s) then
optimized state update(s)
end if










??????????? (deque pop)???? s????, ?????????????
?????? (compare between optimized state) ???. ????????????
?, ?????????????????, ???????????????????.
??????????? (is expanded), ???????????? (expand with cost)
???. ????, ?????????????. ??????????, ????
????????? (successors cost update). ?????????, ???????
4.5 ?????? 26
????????? (is update), ??????????????????????.
successors cost update??????????????????. ??????????
???????, ???????????? (is accepted), ?????????????
????????????????? (optimized state update). ??? s??????
??????????????????????? (updated successors), ?????
??? PE????????? (deque push)??? PE ????, ?? PE ?????





????, ????????????????????. ???? SLIM??????
¢-marking ???????. ??????????????????????????
????????. ??????? SLIM?????????????????. ???
??????????? LTL??????????????????.





?? Delta Depth??????????????? 3 ????????
???????????????????????????????????????
? 5.1 ????
CPU AMD Opteron(tm) 2431
CPU??? 2.4GHz
PE? 12 (6 £ 2 Processors)
Memory 32 GBytes




abp 04 0 1120000 1.68
abp 04 1 9600001 2.40
mutex 16 0 589841 9.33
mutex 16 1 901137 11.64
mutex 16 2 1802546 11.63
mutex 17 0 1245202 9.84
mutex 17 1 1900562 12.31
mutex 17 2 3801430 12.31
bakery 35 0 50270 2.60
bakery 35 1 72259 2.94
bakery 37 0 91348 2.62
bakery 37 1 131565 2.96
???¢-marking ????????¢-marking ???? Delta Depth ? 2, 3, 4, 6, 8,
10 ?????????????????????????????????? 43???






¢-marking ??????????????BSR ????????Delta Depth ? 2,




?????? Delta Depth? 3????????????????????????






























? 5.1 ???????? BSR???
? 5.3 ????????????
Delta 2 3 4 6 8 10
Depth
??? 0.68 0.58 0.52 0.46 0.44 0.41
??????????????????????????




??????????? Delta Depth ? 8 ????????????????????
????Delta Depth? 8??? 10???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
????????? 5.4 ?????????????? (3.1) ??????????
































Delta 2 3 4 6 8 10
Depth
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PE? 2 6 12 2 6 12
??? 1.88 5.00 9.01 1.99 5.16 9.38
? 5.6 Delta Depth????????????????
Delta 2 3 4 6 8 10
Depth
1PE 1.45 1.76 2.02 2.52 3.04 3.53
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 
? 5.4 ?????
5.1.5 LTL??????????













































    	 
? 5.5 ?????? Delta Depth?????????
? 5.7 ????
CPU AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 6176SE
CPU??? 2.3GHz
??? 48 (12 £ 4 Processors)
Memory 256 GBytes
Cache Size L1: 128KBytes (????)
L2: 512KBytes (????)
L3: 12MBytes (12????)






???. ???????? 2?????????????????, N????? (8, 11,
15), ??????, ???????, ????????, ??????????, ????































    	 
? 5.6 ?????? Delta Depth?????????
?????????????????.
??, ??? No????????????????, 1 1? 1 2??????????
????????. states?????????????????????, cost????
?????????????. nd??????, all????????????????
???????????? (??????), min? max??????????????
??????? (?????, ?????)??????? (?)???. SpeedUp? 1PE
???? 48PE????????.
5.2.2 N?????
N????????????????, m£ n??????? N = m£ n¡ 1???
????????????????????????????. ???????, ???
??????, ???????????????????. ????, ?????????
????????????????????.
????????? 3£ 3? 8???, 4£ 4? 15??????. ??, 8??????
?????? ???. ???????? 5.8???. ????????????????





























1 PE 48 PE SpeedUp
nd all min nd all min nd all min
1 181440 { 7.89 8.42 10.87 0.23 0.26 2.43 33.60 31.78 4.48
2 181117 25 7.87 8.41 10.78 0.23 0.26 2.68 33.52 32.37 4.02
3 170047 17 7.84 8.37 10.73 0.24 0.27 2.12 32.03 31.00 5.06
??????????????????????????. ???, ?????????
???????????????????, ???????????, ????????
???. ???????????, ????????????, ????????????
???????????????????????.
11?????, 15?????? 48PE?????????????? 1?????, ?
??????. ???, ????? 7 ?????????????, ?????????
???????????. ????????????? 1???????????. ??
???????????????????????????????????. ????
?????????, 1PE ??????, 48PE ????????????. ?????
?? PE?????????????, ??????????????????????








1 PE 48 PE SpeedUp
nd all min nd all min nd all min
1 1 10002 26 103.49 103.69 103.90 17.83 17.69 16.39 5.80 5.86 6.34
1 2 10000 20 104.32 104.37 104.08 17.74 17.76 16.14 5.88 5.88 6.45
1 1 19999 25 420.94 419.31 420.33 77.19 77.92 69.46 5.45 5.38 6.05
1 2 19960 25 420.39 419.33 419.99 77.81 77.62 49.25 5.40 5.40 8.53
? 5.10 ???????????????
No States cost
1 PE 48 PE SpeedUp
nd all min nd all min nd all min
1 1 2001 205 122.01 122.21 121.80 57.27 57.29 56.81 2.13 2.13 2.14
1 1 2001 206 122.38 122.29 122.83 59.02 57.50 58.95 2.07 2.13 2.08
2 1 2001 109 60.79 60.93 61.03 18.89 18.26 18.89 3.22 3.34 3.23
2 2 2001 109 60.65 60.85 61.10 18.18 17.04 19.80 3.34 3.57 3.09
3 1 4001 207 487.24 489.59 490.08 139.66 145.13 142.72 3.49 3.37 3.43




















1 1 998344 1466841 6.83 12.60 16.06
1 2 997087 1392539 6.92 12.82 14.37
2 1 500002 740701 6.18 19.20 18.54
2 2 499326 744543 6.10 13.58 14.28
3 1 499142 734453 3.51 9.08 10.11
3 2 499141 746779 3.51 9.22 7.40
5.2.4 ????????
??????????, ??????????????, ????????? n ???
???????, ???????????????????????????. ????
???????????????, ?????????????.
48PE????????? 5.11???. ??????????????, 1PE????
??????????????. ?????????????????, ???????
?, ???????????????????????????????. ??, 2???
?????????????????, ???????????, ??????????
????. ?????????????????, ?????????????????





?????, SLIM ???????????? ¢-marking ?????. ??, ???
LMNtal???????????????, ??????? SLIM??????????
????. ????????????, ?????? 1.76 ??????????, ???
????? 58% ????????. ????????????????????, ???
????????????????????, ???????????????????














????? ?????????????. ??, ????????????????? ?
???????????.
HPV ???????????, ????????????????????. ???
?????????????????????????. ??????? ??????
??????????????, ?????????. LaVit, UNYO-UNYO? LMNtal
?????????, LMNtal?????????????????????. ??, ??
????? LMNtal, SLIM????????????????????????.
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